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7.0  Plot S1/S1c

7.1 Introduction

Plots S1/S1c and S1a and S1b form part of Site S1. Site S1 is 
the largest plot and is a coherent urban block with a tighter 
grain to the South.  There are no pedestrian routes through 
the block and a long unbroken frontage is presented to 
Shoreditch High Street/ Norton Folgate. This consists of the 
former Nicholls and Clarke buildings, which are comprised of 
show rooms and warehouses to the North.  The triangular 
shaped plot of the S1c site contains the 1887 warehouse, 
various low level outbuildings and electrical substation.  It is 
bounded to the North by the mainline train lines running to 
and from Liverpool Street station. 

Plots S1 and S1c are separated by Fleur De Lis Passage, a 
pedestrian right of way, linking Shoreditch High Street with 
Fleur De Lis and Blossom Street.  S1 has two primary facades 
with East West orientation; one along Shoreditch High Street; 
the other to the narrow Blossom Street. The Southern 
boundary of S1 is Folgate Street where both plots S1a and 
S1b are located, with the existing courtyard of Blossom Place 
separating the larger warehouse buildings from the smaller 
plots making up S1a and S1b.

Blossom Street is characterised by late Victorian warehouses, 
reflecting the functional back to Nicholls and Clark whilst the 
facade to Shoreditch High Street is Art Deco in style forming 
a civic shop front. Behind these two facades the plots are 
less clearly defined.  Rather than comprehensively redevelop 
the site at any point for their purposes, the warehouses and 
showrooms of the business grew on a more adhoc basis, and 
the memory of different plot widths and buildings is retained 
behind the  frontages to Blossom Street and the 1930s 
showroom frontage to Shoreditch High Street.  The resulting 
building behind these frontages is complex with multiple 
access points and stairs, numerous lightwells, differing floor 
levels and a variety of  concrete and steel structural elements 
such as roofs, floors and columns. Since the company 
relocated to Chadwell Heath in 2003, the buildings associated 
with Nicholls and Clarke on S1 have fallen into disuse.
  

Aerial photograph looking West of the existing Site 



No 15 Norton Folgate

Nos 16-17 Norton Folgate

Nos 18-19 Norton Folgate

Nos 5-7 Folgate Street

Nos 11-11a Folgate Street & 

Nos 16-17 Blossom Street -Pub

Nicholls and Clarke showroom and 

warehouses
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7.1.2 Constraints and opportunities 

The existing site condition, its location and historic setting 
create a set of opportunities and constraints for the 
development of both S1( including S1a and S1b) and S1c.  
These are:   

Summary of Opportunities:
•	 Incorporate a series of buildings of varying ages and 

character with new sensitive modern architecture.
•	 Opportunity to reinforce the spine of warehouses to 

Blossom Street, thus defining a clear delineation between  
the Conservation Area and the edge of City Fringe. 

•	 Opportunity to rebuild, refurbish and adapt the Blossom 
Street Warehouses.

•	 Creation of a new public realm within plot S1, which 
recalls the historic space of Blossom Place. 

•	 Reinforce the tighter grain to the south of the Site. 
•	 Create a new route from Norton Folgate to Blossom 

Street engaging a new public space.
•	 Enhancement of the public realm on Shoreditch High 

Street where pavements are narrow.
•	 A termination to the Northern end of Blossom Street.
•	 Create active frontages to Fleur De Lis Passage. 
•	 Creation of a civic ‘fourth facade’ to the Principal Place.
•	 Opportunity for larger footprints to the north west 

on  Plot S1/S1c to Shoreditch High Street, where large 
footprints to Nicholls and Clarke existed.

•	 To draw on the history of materials produced by Nicholls 
and Clarke. 

•	 To create a new built edge to the railway, which marks 
the City Fringe. 

Summary of constraints:
•	 Preservation of the character of the Conservation Area.
•	 Mediation of the massing to the West of the A10 

(Broadgate, Bishopsgate Tower and Principal Place) with 
the Elder Street Conservation Area.

•	 Proximity to the mainline train line running from Liverpool 
Street to the North of the Site.

•	 Tight street pattern to surrounding streets impacting 
possible location and access for deliveries.

•	 Plot S1c and S1 separated by the Fleur De Lis Passage.
•	 Creation of appropriate relationships with S2 and S3.
•	 Shared access and egress through S1a and S1b.
•	 Refurbishing the Blossom Street warehouses in line with 

contemporary building standards (Fire, DDA compliance 
and thermal/insulation).

•	 Working within a Scheduled Ancient Monument (Priory 
of St Mary Spital).

Plot S1: As existing Site plan
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Aerial view of Blossom Place 

Detailed view 2011 consented scheme

View from Bishopsgate looking North

Ground floor plan of  2011 Consented Scheme 

7.1.3 Planning history

In 2011, consent was granted for the redevelopment of the 
former Nicholls and Clarke Site and adjoining Depot Site, for 
commercially led mixed use purposes, comprising buildings 
between 4 and 9 storeys (plus plant). The scope of the 
consented scheme included:

• The recreation of the historic public space known as 
Blossom Place.

• Demolition of Nicholls and Clare Showrooms on 
Shoreditch High Street

• Facade retention to warehouses to 14 and 15 Blossom 
Street with new modern office floor plate behind the

      retained facade. 
• Retention of warehouses to 12 and 13 Blossom Street 

with new rear wall and access core.
• New courtyard between new build office to Shoreditch 

High Street and Blossom Street Warehouses.
• The consented scheme did not include Site S1c.

The consented planning scheme established principles such as 
the extent of demolition, massing and scope of retention to 
S1 (and part of S3 not S1c).

This application seeks to develop on some of the principles 
of that application.  Since the 2011 application, Principal Place 
and the Stage schemes to the West of the site have come 
forward and the scheme has been developed to mediate 
between the developing City Fringe and the character of the 
Conservation Area. 

7.1 Introduction



Nos 3-9 Shoreditch High Street 

Nos 12-15 Blossom Street warehouses 

1887 Warehouse
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7.2 Existing Buildings 

Plots S1 and S1c are comprised of a number of different 
existing buildings. These are:

1. Nicholls and Clarke Showrooms to Shoreditch High Street 
(Nos 3-9 Shoreditch High Street)

2. Nicholls and Clarke Warehouses to Blossom Street 
(Nos 12-15 Blossom Street)

3. 1887 warehouse to S1c

4. No 2 Shoreditch High Street

5. No 20 Norton Folgate

The assessment of the individual buildings can be found within 
the ‘Existing Buildings Heritage Analysis’ appended to the 
Heritage Appraisal.   

Plot S1/S1c: As existing Site plan
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Interior view of showroom at Nicholls and Clarke 

Present day Facade being built alongside original.

Elevation along Shoreditch High Street of Nicholls and Clarke Showrooms

7.2 Existing Buildings

7.2.1 Nicholls and Clarke Warehouses
(Nos 3-9 Shoreditch High Street)

S1 is synonymous with Nicholls and Clarke (N&C) Company. 
Originally a builder’s merchant founded in 1875, the company 
grew to provide building materials such as glass, lead oil and 
paints and wall coverings.  The builder’s merchants business 
started life in a small unit on Shoreditch High Street before 
expanding through the block onto Blossom Street. 

Closures and consequent purchase of other nearby 
business premises and even a school by Nicholls and Clarke 
saw their operation expand dramatically at the end of the 
19th century.  By 1890, the premises had expanded through 
the Blossom Street with new warehouse buildings 
constructed. The rise of the population and advances in 
sanitary provision led to the company expand. By the early 
decades of the 20th century, the premises of Nicholls and 
Clarke occupied almost half of the block delineated by 
Shoreditch High Street, Norton Folgate to the West and 
Blossom Street to the East as well as other buildings and 
yards in close proximity to the main warehouses.  

Rather than comprehensively redevelop the site at any point 
for their purposes, the warehouses and showrooms of the 
business grew on a more adhoc basis, and the memory of 
different plot widths and buildings is retained behind the 
frontages to Blossom Street and the 1930s showroom 
frontage to Shoreditch High Street.  

In the 1930s a new block (Niclar House) was built by 
Nicholls and Clarke at nos. 3-9 Shoreditch High Street, and 
their late 19th century premises to the North was 
re-fronted, all finished in yellow faience. 3-9 Shoreditch High 
Street, links through to the warehouses on Blossom Street 
to the East. 

3-9 Shoreditch High Street has some character and in 
appearance is redolent of the period of its construction. 
While of interest, the building has less of an architectural 
relationship with surrounding buildings and has been 
diminished through alteration and lack of maintenance and 
repair.  

Existing Facade on to Shoreditch High Street Orginal facade of to N&C on Shoreditch High Street 
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Photograph illustrating that the orginal roof and parapet to Warehouses have been lost 

View into existing light well between warehouses and showroom

View from Fleur De Lis Street towards Blossom Street 

Photograph of the Blossom Street Warehouses C 1900

As existing elevation of the Blossom Street Warehouses

1866 Warehouse following acquisition by Nicholls and Clarke 

7.2.2 Blossom Street Warehouses  
(Nos. 12-15 Blossom Street)

Blossom Street is defined by a collection of utilitarian 
industrial warehouse buildings. These were constructed 
over a relatively short period of time (around 1873-1894) 
for Nicholls and Clarke. The warehouses give the appearance 
externally of being a single warehouse. The interiors show 
that they are in fact a series of buildings. 

The builder’s merchants business started life in a small unit 
on Shoreditch High Street and by 1890, the premises had 
expanded through the Blossom Street with new warehouse 
buildings constructed. As described in Section 7.2.1, rather 
than comprehensively redevelop the site at any point for 
their purposes, the warehouses grew on a more adhoc basis, 
and the memory of different plot widths and buildings is 
retained behind the frontages to Blossom Street.  The 
resulting building behind these frontages is complex with 
multiple access points and stairs, numerous lightwells,  
differing floor levels and a variety of  concrete and steel 
structural elements such as roofs, floors and columns.  The 
structure to the building has been repeatedly altered so 
much of the floor and roof structure is not original. 

The warehouses can be split into two distinct sections: 
Nos 12 and 13 Blossom Street (timber/ steel structure to 
warehouse).
Nos 14 and 15 Blossom Street (concrete structure to 
warehouse). 

The warehouses are of a standardised warehouse 
architecture and are purely functional in character and 
appearance. One of the key features of warehouses is that 
it they been extended over time as the site has evolved and 
as such there is not a clear rear wall along the extent of the 
warehouses. 

The top storey of the warehouses and roof have been 
replaced.  As a consequence the original pitched roof has 
been lost, the parapet height reduced and the windows to 3rd 
floor have been replaced with shorter fenestration. No. 13 
Blossom Street has also lost its third floor/roof structure. This 
is evident in views both at street level and from further afield. 
Parts of the original fenestration to the facade to Blossom 
Street has been lost, including doors to the loading bays.  
These significant alterations have impacted on the overall 
architectural integrity of the Blossom Street warehouses. 

TimberConcrete

Nos 14 & 15 Nos 12 & 13
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Interior of 1887 Blossom Street View from 1927 warehouse towards the Blossom Street Warehouses

Present day the 1887 warehouse’s facade on to Blossom Street

1887 Plate and Glass Warehouse  

7.2.3 1887 Warehouse - Blossom Street 

The 1887 Warehouse is located on Plot S1c and is situated at 
the intersection of Fleur De Lis Passage and Blossom Street. 
The warehouse replaced a short row of houses in 1887 and 
again, reflects the historic development of the Nicholls and 
Clarke (N&C) operation as a purpose built warehouse for 
the firm. It reflects a significant move forward for the firm 
which to this point had colonised existing buildings to the 
South along Blossom Street. 

This building housed N&C’s Glazing department with 
numerous loading bays and bridge links connecting the 
building back to Blossom Street Warehouses across Fleur 
De Lis Passage.  This building has remained largely unchanged 
over time, apart from the addition of 1970’s storage facility 
bordering the train line and public alleyway and substation. 

Internally the timber joists, floors, rafters, trusses, steel 
columns and loading mechanisms have all preserved within 
the building.  Externally the buildings masonry façade has aged 
well and is in good condition.  

The 1887 warehouse has a positive impact on the Conservation 
Area. 

7.2 Existing Buildings
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7.3.1 Developing the plan

One of the scheme challenges has been the design approach
for the retention of historic elements within S1.  There has 
been an open dialogue with LBTH, EH and Local Community 
Groups throughout which has informed the following key 
moves in developing a plan diagram for S1: 

•	 The Location of the Scheduled Ancient Monument of St 
Mary Spital towards the south of Site S1. The proposed 
scheme creates a new public space,  Blossom Yard which 
is located to avoid impact on the SAM below.

•	 Creating a ‘yard’ with character. The yard is defined by 
existing buildings of 15-19 Norton Folgate and 5-11a 
Folgate Street with smaller infill to form the Yard’s edges 
and reinforce the tighter grain to this part of the site.  
Please refer to Sections 8 and 9 for more information on 
plots S1a and S1b.

•	 A formal entrance to S1 offices; through the underside 
of 18-19 Norton Folgate it will bring workers into the 
yard space and create a generous approach to the new 
building away from busy Shoreditch High Street. 

•	 Retention and reinstatement of the Blossom Street  
warehouses,  defining the edge to Blossom Street. There 
is an opportunity to reinforce the form of the warehouses 
on Blossom Street. 

•	 Creating a new public arcade to Shoreditch High Street. 
Setting back from the existing building line at ground 
floor,  enhancing the public realm at street level. 

•	 Locating the larger office footprints to North West of 
Plot S1 to address emerging city fringe and exploit the 
potential for height.

•	 S1 connects to S1c over Fleur De Passage from 4th floor. 
This creates 3 distinctive character areas to the office: 
the Blossom Street warehouses, the new floor plate 
addressing Principal Place and the triangular element 
addressing the City Fringe.

New Yard Space Sensitive infill to plots S1a and S1b

Entrance to S1 Arcade addressing Shoreditch High Street 

7.3 Evolving the Design
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7.3.2 Developing the Massing

The massing has developed to show an approach to elevations 
considering strategic views of the site from Shoreditch, 
Bishopsgate, Commercial Road and from within the 
Conservation Area.  This process is described in the images 
over the next pages.

In retaining buildings to S1a and S1b, the low rise and tight grain 
found on the South side of the urban block was preserved.  
The 2011 scheme established the presence of a large mass to 
the North of S1 along Shoreditch High Street replacing the 
Nicholls and Clarke showrooms.  

Since the 2011 consent, the Principal Place development and 
a public square has come forward,  establishing a 600,000sqft 
office block and 51 storey tower directly opposite the 
Nicholls and Clarke showroom.  The recently submitted 
Bishopsgate Goods Yard application also identifies a number 
of tall buildings (over twenty storeys) to the North of S1.

As part of the Principal Place development this new public 
square, in effect a bridge over the train line, is bounded by the 
new Fosters’ development on two sides; Worship Street by 
201 Bishopsgate and the Broadgate Tower to the South, and 
S1 to the East.  The facade of S1 onto Shoreditch High Street 
would have a formal civic presence to this new square, in 
effect creating a ‘fourth facade’ overlooking the square.

Given the existing consent provided a defined quantum 
of development for the site, S1 was early identified as the 
site where a building with a larger floor plates could be 
accommodated within the Conservation Area.  

S1c’s position on the edge of the development meant that  
early in the design process this plot was identified as having 
potential for a taller element. Due to the irregular nature of 
the site, proximity to large developments to the North West 
and position behind Broadgate Tower meant that its impact 
on strategic views of London would be diminished.  

Proposed massing across the application Early sketch showing relationship with Principal Place Central tier reflects,  position against Principal Place 

Relationship between the Conservation Area and City Fringe Revised massing sketch to S1 and S1c Readdressing the grain to the site. In line with existing grain

Initial 2013 feasibility massing to site  June 2014 scheme as presented at Exhibition No 1  Tiered massing as presented at Exhibition No 1 

7.3 Evolving the Design
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Shoreditch High Street elevation - Proportions 

Shoreditch High Street elevation - corner buildings

Shoreditch High Street elevation - Verticality 

Shoreditch High Street elevation - punched openings

Shoreditch High Street elevation - development 

01. Tea Building 02

Townscape Analysis

A. Proportions and Partition Walls
B. Roofs
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B. Roofs
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01. Tea Building 02

Townscape Analysis

A. Vertical bays
B. Horizontal Order
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B. Horizontal Order
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01. Tea Building 02

Townscape Analysis

A. Windows
B. Doors

A. Windows

B. Doors
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7.3.3 Shoreditch High Street

Townscape development
The studies to the right show the townscape analysis of 
Shoreditch High Street. Understanding the constraints 
helps develop an elevational approach that responds to the 
characteristics of the Conservation Area. 

Existing mass
The existing grain of the Site is varies between the larger 
grain to Nicholls and Clarke showrooms and the smaller 
frontages on to Norton Folgate.  The scale increases towards 
the City to the south and the Tea Building to the north. There 
is scope to reflect both scales of architecture, as the grain of 
smaller frontages should be accommodated, whilst the larger 
masses surrounding the site should be addressed to enhance 
the site’s varied character.

Important corners
Bounded to the North by the railway line and Folgate Street 
to the south, the prominence of these corners creates an 
opportunity to develop a larger mass to the north of the 
site adjacent to the railway. The southern corner mediates 
between the two retained buildings on site, tying together 
two different styles. 

Verticality 
The architecture of the conservation area is dominated by 
masonry brickwork with vertical piers.  

Punched Openings 
Characterising the majority of the buildings on the site. The 
proposed façade should reflect these elements rather than 
that of the curtain walled glazing systems found within in new 
City developments. 

Developing a façade
The initial studies for the façade focused on tiering the mass 
and expressed vertical masonry piers, with inset framed 
glazing. 
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7.3.4  Consultation Process

S1’s design evolution developed by exploring and responding 
to the numerous constraints and parameters that prevail over 
the Site and those of the wider Elder Street Conservation 
Area. As with the other sites, a series of consultations with 
statutory bodies, local community groups and design review 
panels has been undertaken throughout the design process. 
Feedback from these consultations helped shape and focus 
both the design direction and the proposed scheme.

In June 2014 the initial proposals were presented to:  CADAP, 
CABE, English Heritage, The Spitalfields Trust, Spitalfields 
Society and Spitalfields Community Group. A Public 
Consultation and exhibition of initial proposals was held on 
site.

The response to the proposal at this stage focused on a 
number of points throughout the scheme. With regards to S1, 
comments centred on the following:

• Façade treatment of Shoreditch High Street
• Retention of the Blossom Street Warehouses

Comments on S1c were raised by LBTH following pre 
application consultation in June, and centred around:

• Height, scale and appearance of the building
• Materiality 

The following pages deal with each of these comments.

Facade and massing study models  

Development models showing relationship between S1 and S1c 

3d Physical model studies into the shape form and mass of S1 and S1c 

Development models as presented at various consultation stages  

7.3 Evolving the Design
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Proposed planning application scheme

Revised massing to S1Variation to S1cInitial Sketch massing presented at Pre App 01

Scheme as presented for public consultation. Development sketch exploring relationship between S1 and S1c

7.3.5  Shoreditch High Street

S1 and S1c’s proposed commercial office space is centred on 
the characterful Blossom Street warehouses.The consented  
planning scheme (2011) provided a starting point to develop 
an appropriate massing to tie in with the wider masterplan. 

Over time the mid density Victorian vernacular of Shoreditch 
High Street and the smaller grain of Norton Folgate has 
been replaced with larger buildings to both sides of the road.  
The initial design set three datums; the first at the 3rd floor 
picking up the height of the adjacent 16-19 Norton Folgate 
buildings; the second at the 7th floor responding to the wider 
larger context of Spitalfields; and the larger buildings found 
further south along Bishopsgate. The final tier stepped back 
to diminish the mass from the street edge. 

This tiered approach was presented to various stakeholders 
at the public exhibition, CABE and Tower Hamlets Design 
Review Panel (CADAP) in June 2013.  At this point indicative 
elevational responses were shown on the building as coding, 
they established that the building would be of a masonry 
blockwork in keeping with the Conservation Area’s materiality. 
Relief to the facade would be provided with brick piers and 
that it would eschew the curtain wall glazing dominating the 
expanding city fringe. 

Following the DRP,  the facade strategy was reappraised. It 
was felt that the tiers created a large monolithic facade and 
that a more vertical facade broken down into tiers reflected 
the tighter grain of the southern part of S1.  Variegating the 
tiers along the High Street creates terraces to every level 
and in an asymmetrical order which enhanced the vertical 
progression of the site towards the triangle on S1c. 

This order evokes the existing Art Deco N&C building on the 
site and the central bay retained a civic quality in relation to 
the square on Principal Place. 

Response from the various bodies whilst positive in terms of 
massing, height and scale of the building, was critical of the 
repetitive and ‘boring’ nature of the facade approach. Some 
other comments were:

Concern was raised about the appropriateness of the   
stepped form of the 10 storey building.  
CADAP 09.06.2014

We think that both the front and rear elevation will benefit from 
further work to the richness required in this sensitive setting.  
CABE 09.07.2014
I think it is a great same to loose (sic) the 1930 façade   
to be replaced by a dull monumental blob. Think the   
1886 warehouse should be retained in their entirety   
and refurbished. Would make fantastic office space for   
digital companies.
Comment from Exhibition no. 1
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Initial approach to warehouses as facade retention Section through retained facade and fourth floor ‘pop out’ Early proposed plan reflecting facade retention option 

7.3.6  Blossom Street Warehouses

The initial proposals were to retain the facades only along 
the length of Blossom and Fleur De Lis Streets, repairing the 
parapet levels to a uniform datum and reinstate the timber 
fenestration  to match the original designs. Above the retained 
façade, a glazed ‘pop out’ box was proposed that ran close to 
the edge of the building (see section on right hand side of 
page).    
 
After presenting the above scheme to the various stakeholders 
the following comments  were received, in summary;

"Blossom St Warehouses.  The existing planning permission for this 
site preserves these buildings in their entirety (with some rebuilding 
of floors).  They are of great historic and architectural importance 
and we feel there is no justification for their reduction to a façade 
simply to provide larger office floors for the development behind, 
which already stretches to ten storeys."  

The Spitalfields Community Group email to Hard Hat 5th 
August 2014.

The community reconginses the development for this plot has 
already received permission form the London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets. We however remained concerned about the scale and 
mass of the development, the propsosed triangular tower on the 
site, and the routes through the site.   Any changes to the permitted 
plans which are more sumpatheits to the areaand which preserve 
light and blue sky for the residential area area appreciated.
Letter from the Spitalfields Society dated 8th August 2014 

...We feel strongly that the magnificent warehouse interior should 
be maintained as the asset that are and would, we believe, be 
immensely attractive to the smaller businesses you have in mind... 
Extract from letter from the Spitalfields Trust 02.07.14

I am very concerned that the proposed retention of the facade 
of the 1886 Blossom Street warehouse is a very poor and lazy 
solution. The warehouse is one of the few remaining from this 
period in the East End and is representative of an important 
period in the areas history. The warehouse should be restored and 
it's architectural merit kept as it really is a glorious building.

Surely more can be done to preserve the warehouses? They are an 
important part of the architectural mix of the area. 

Comments from the public exhibition

These comments promoted a more faithful retention of the 
warehouse. 

7.3 Evolving the Design

Blossom Street Warehouses - Design
at Public Exhibition no.1 July 2014 
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View of 1886 Blossom Street warehouse structure Proposed section omitting fourth floor ‘Pop out’ Proposed plan showing delineation between new and old

As a result of having undertaken further development of our 
design, our proposals will now include more of the fabric of 
Nos 12 & 13, Blossom Street ( timber section of warehouses). 
In particular, with regard to the timber floors and cast iron 
columns we will endeavour to largely retain and reuse these. 
In order to give these buildings the long term future we will 
need to make certain interventions. These interventions will 
include structural reinforcement and fire protection required 
by statutory safety standards and in ordered to provide for 
the requirements of modern occupiers both of which we will 
attempt to achieve preserving where possible the existing 
structure.

We will also be re-setting the floors at the first and second 
floors by raising the existing structure to tie in with levels 
elsewhere. The detail of the design will need sufficient time 
and expert input in order to be developed as we continue 
with detailed design post submission of planning.

The images below show the before and after impact on the 
plan, highlighting, retained walls and structure. Between the 
new and old is a reclaimed wall made of masonry brickwork 
that separates the structure. A series of floor voids provide a 
visual link through the floors and between new and old part 
of the building.  For more information relating to scale and 
appearance of the Blossom Street warehouses please refer 
to Section 7.4.4.

It is our intention to try and keep what we can of the rear 
wall of the warehouses. One of the key features of 
warehouses is that they have been extended over time as 
the site has evolved and as such there is not a clear rear wall 
along the extent of the warehouses. The proposal seeks to 
clearly redefine the rear elevation of the warehouse along 
the length of Blossom Street and in doing so safeguard the 
character of that street and the Conservation  Area. 

To Nos 14 and 15 Blossom Street (Concrete section 
of warehouses), the facade will be retained. The existing 
concrete structure will be replaced with a new timber and 
steel structure which is in the spirit of the adjacent timber 
warehouses.  

Keeping and adapting the warehouses creates a clear 
delineation between new and old. The additional ‘pop out’ 
over Blossom Street (4th floor) has been pulled back in line 
with the new building and now a clerestory glazing provides 
extensive natural daylight to the top floor of the refurbished 
warehouses. Blossom Street Warehouses - 

Revised design 
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7.0  Plot S1/S1c

7.3.7  S1c 

S1c occupies the slither of land to the North of Fleur De 
Lis Passage and South of the train line. The site includes the  
1887 warehouse and a triangular plot of land onto Shoreditch 
High Street.  The initial massing approach looked at separate 
and combined elements over Fleur De Lis Passage. The 
proposed bridge links were a means of mediating between 
both plots without blocking views into and out of the passage 
and Conservation Area.  The design approach for the tower 
was to have a taller 15 storey element, clad in glazed white 
terracotta to contrast with S1.  This scheme was presented 
to the various consultation bodies and feedback was mixed 
between those who wanted contrast within the development 
and those who wanted the building to tie into the proposed 
masterplan around it. 

While we commend the elegance of the tall element within plot S1 
[S1c], the lower block is less completing.
Comments from CABE 09/07/14

As discussed at the meeting, the tower’s principal facade will form 
a prominent addition to the streetscape on the approach from 
the north along Shoreditch High Street and a visual landmark 
indicating the increase in scale of development further to the south 
towards the City. The indicative visuals demonstrate a simple and 
refined architectural response with a high proportion of glazing 
and slim-lined structural elements, which is welcomed.
Comments from GLA 08/07/14

[S1c] could have been an iconic building which reflects the exciting 
new breed of Shoreditch and Hoxton life style and architecture but 
its lacking from that it looks very corporate and very ordinary not 

very innovative and new.
Comments from Public Exhibition 01

Further development followed with a lower brick clad tower 
option. This unified the façade with S1 through a series of 
bridge links which matched the linking element on S2 (see 
chapter 10).  When presented to the planning department it 
was felt that lowering the building in height and adopting the 
same materiality as S1 the buildings became too uniform. 

Expressed some concerns with regard to the design of the 
triangular block (S1c). CADAP requested that the detailed design 
of this element is given greater attention. Careful consideration 
should be given to the visual relationship of S1 and S1c, particularly 
the hierarchy and perceived sequencing of the link bridge. Some 
members commented that the previously proposed use of faience 

should not be discarded.
Extract from CADAP  02 letter dated 13/10/14

The third approach looked at reducing the bulk of the railway 
elevation by slimming its elevation. By expressing the core as 
a separate element to match the bridge links the wall to floor 
ratio of the building was improved and the building appears 
more slender against the skyline.  The proposed height of 
13 storeys means the overall mass makes reference to the 
surrounding larger office buildings.

Additionally we took on board comments from CADAP and 
reverted back to a grided building that contrasted with S1 
clad in reconstituted stone or similar, with glazed profiled 
terracotta infill panels along the facade. 

Scheme in summer 2014 exploring unified facade approach Proposed scheme with expressed vertical core 

Scheme as presented during initial consultation 

Early concept sketch of the unified S1 & S1c massing 

1. Existing Triangle facade as presented at Pre App 05
2. Expression of S1c Core as a separate element to delineate 
between 1897 warehouse and Triangle building 

3. Further setback of core to reflect office uses
4. Overlay of primary facade grid 

7.3 Evolving the Design


